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16S rRNA sequences 
From environment A
16S rRNA sequences 
From environment B

For many analyses, 400,000 reads is simply overkill.  
In fact, 10,000 is often times plenty of sequences to 











Rarefactrion can be used to estimate how much of the 
Taxonomic diversity has been captured in the different samples 
Rarefaction can also be used to estimate how much diversity 




Whole Genome Sequencing and Resequencing
The key is coverage!!
Traditional Sanger sequencing subject to Cloning bias
Cloning gaps occur when segment is recalcitrant to cloning in E. coli
Gap 
Nex Gen sequencing does not use cloning in E. coli—replaced 
By emPCR.  Therefore, no cloning gaps exist in seuqence
Whole Genome Sequencing and Resequencing
Pool and sequence Pool and sequence Pool and sequence Pool and sequence
Up to 100-200 Mb—sequence de novo
Larger—pooled BACs from minimum tiling path
Larger—pools of 3-5 random BACs if no path mapped 






mRNA analysis can be done essentially by 
Two different methods:
1. Shearing and library preparation from mRNA 
2. Generation of ditags
Specialized methods for cDNA sequencing


SMART technology for cDNA normalization
MMLV RT –polyC addition using TS-oligoG template




1. polyA-tail using polyA polymerase 
2. Ligate adapter to 5’end 
3. RT using oligo dT primer 
4. PCR amplify

